Request an electronic version of your transcript, which provides more details about your classes.

Who was your professor?

What was your class about?

What skills did you develop?

Who was your professor?

What did you do outside of class?

ENHANCED TRANSCRIPT

CO-CURRICULAR RECORD (CCR)

Request your CCR with your transcript to showcase your achievements outside of the classroom and the skills you developed.

http://elt.ucsd.edu

elt@ucsd.edu
How does the CCR work?

Get involved!

There are lots of activities to get involved with on campus. This will help you build skills, explore your passions and find community on campus.

Complete requirements.

In order to be recognized, you have to complete the requirements. To find the requirements, login at myccr.ucsd.edu, click "Co-Curricular Record," then "Search Activities" to find the details.

Check your record.

Your involvement will automatically be added to your record at the end of the quarter in which you completed the opportunity. Don't see your involvement? Contact elt@ucsd.edu

Use of CCR

Use your CCR to help when applying for jobs or graduate school.

Request and submit your CCR with your transcript to showcase your UC San Diego accomplishments.

See this icon? That opportunity is CCR approved!